Before you begin reading:

*Ceremony* is structured quite differently than most novels, therefore, understanding the author’s purpose might be useful to help readers reduce potential confusion. The author is presenting a modern novel about the Native American experience and telling a story in the Native American mythological tradition. These two purposes are interwoven throughout the novel. In the modern storyline there are no numbered chapter divisions, but rather, sections designated by deep indents of the first line. The myths or spiritual stories are inserted as centered text and have a poetic quality. This structure artfully paints a picture of the purposeless and sickness of Native American life in modernity with a wash of spiritual hope.

As scholars of myth, you know many older cultures integrated the spiritual with daily life in ways rarely practiced in modernity. What might be perceived as disconnected and illogical to the average reader, should make sense to you through the lens of world mythology. By inserting “old stories” into the narrative, the author provides a sharp contrast to the degradation of N.A. life and a clear case for revival of traditions as a cure for cultural and individual deterioration.

Characters:

TAYO- A Native American man who returns home to his Laguna Pueblo reservation after serving as a soldier in WWII.

GRANDMA, AUNTIE AND ROBERT, ROCKY - The most stable members of Tayo’s family.

LAURA- Tayo’s mother, the family outcast who “sleeps around” (Tayo’s father was an unknown Mexican man.)

JOSIAH- Tayo’s childless uncle who has a relationship with the mysterious woman, the “Night Swan.”

“OLD KU’ OOSH”- A Laguna medicine man who sends Tayo to Betonie for help.

HARLEY AND LEROY- Tayo’s Laguna war buddies who are mostly friendly toward Tayo.

PINKIE AND EMO- Tayo’s Laguna war buddies who are hostile to Tayo.

BETONIE- A Navajo medicine man who conducts the ceremony that forms the heart of the novel.

SHUSH- Betonie’s mute assistant.

TS’EH- The mysterious young woman who helps Tayo on separate occasions.

Themes and ideas:

- **Good v. Evil within the context of native American life.**
  - How are good and evil represented in the story?
  - How does evil function?
  - Why is evil powerful in the modern world? Think about the relationship between humans and the natural world.
- **The issues and challenges of mixed bloodlines.**
- **N.A. traditional concept of integrated self: body + soul + mind.**
- **Power and purpose of spirit applied to modern life.**
- **Necessary flexibility of tradition in order to persist.**
- **Role of women/feminine powers in Native American culture.**
**GUIDE TO:**

**PRAYERS AND TRADITIONAL STORIES**

THOUGHT WOMAN, THE POWER OF THE STORIES; SUNRISE (PP. 1-4)

REED WOMAN GOES “BELOW” AFTER BEING NEGLECTED BY CORN WOMAN (PP.13-14)

THE SCALP SOCIETY (PP. 37-38)

PEOPLE LEARN TRICKS FROM PA’CAYA’NYI THE CK’O’YO MEDICINE MAN AND NEGLECT CORN ALTARS’ NAU’TS’ITY’I TAKES AWAY THE PLANTS AND RAINCLOUDS. (PP.46-49; 53-54)

LAGUNA WWII “HEROES” (PP.57-59)

HUMMINGBIRD AND FLY GO “BELOW” TO BRING MOTHER NAU’TS’ITY’I BACK (PP. 71-72; CONTINUES ON PPS. 82; 105-106; 113; 151; 180.)

SHUSH’S STORY (PP. 128-130.) ORIGINS OF WITCHERY (PP. 132-138.)

YOUNG MAN CAPTURED BY COYOTE-THE PROTOTYPE FOR TAYO’S CEREMONY (PP.139-141; 153; RESOLUTION ON 258.)

SCRIPT FOR TAYO’S CEREMONY (PP. 142-144.)

HEALING BEGINS (P. 153.)

THE SUN GOES TO FIND HIS CHILDREN THE RAINCLOUDS WHO HAVE BEEN CAPTURED BY KAUP’Á’TA THE CK’O’YO MAGICIAN IN HIS HOUSE IN THE ZUNI MOUNTAINS (PP.170-176.)

TRADITIONAL PRAYERS:

- Ka’t’sina singing to sunrise (P. 182.)
- Hunter’s prayer (P. 206.)
- Arrowboy catches sight of a ck’o’you witchman changing into a wolf (P. 247.)
- Hummingbird and fly bring mother nau’ts’ity’i back to earth (PP. 255-256.)
- Song to amoo’ooh (P.257.)
- “Whirling darkness” of witchery dying out and then sunrise (PP. 260-262.)

**PROSE STORYLINE**

TAYO ON A DESERT RANCH REMEMBERS ROCKY’S DEATH IN THE JUNGLE DURING WWII. TAYO CURSED THE JUNGLE RAIN, AND NOW THERE HAS BEEN A DROUGHT IN THE DESERT FOR SEVERAL YEARS. (PP. 5-12; 14)

HARLEY COMES BY AND TAYO GOES WITH HIM TO FIND A BAR; TAYO HAS MEMORIES OF A MENTAL HOSPITAL AND MEETING OLD KU’OOSH AFTER RETURNING FROM THE WAR. (PP. 14-37.)

TAYO REMEMBERS: DRINKING WITH EMO, HARLEY AND OTHER VETERANS, MORE ON ROCKY’S DEATH, THE ENLISTMENT AND HOW HE AND ROCKY WERE DIFFERENT. (PP.64-71; 73.)

BEFORE THE WAR, UNCLE JOSIAH OBTAINS A STURDY BREED OF CATTLE CAPABLE OF SURVIVING THE DROUGHT. JOSIAH AND “NIGHT SWAN.” (PP. 93-105)

TAYO PRAYS FOR RAIN; TAYO AND THE ‘NIGHT SWAN.” (PP.93-105.)

TAYO’S MEMORIES ARE UNBEARABLE. HE IS TAKEN TO BETONIE WHO PERFORMS A CEREMONY FOR HIM, AND DISCUSSES THE NECESSARY NATURE OF CEREMONIES. BETONIE EXPLAINS HOW TAYO’S CEREMONY IS UNFINISHED (PP.107-152)

TAYO STARTS DRINKING AGAIN (PP. 153-169)

TAYO TRACKS JOSIAH’S LOST CATTLE HERD WITH THE HELP OF STARS, TS’EH, A MOUNTAIN LION AND A HUNTER. (PP. 169-213.)

TAYO RETURNS THE CATTLE TO THE RANCH, RETURNS TO THE DESERT AND FINDS TS’EH WHO WARNS HIM ABOUT EMO AND THE OTHERS. (PP.214-235)

TAYO FLEES AND ACCIDENTALLY STUMBLES ONTO THE URANIUM MINES AT CEBOLLETA. HE HIDES AND WITNESSES EMO AND PINKY TORTURING HARLEY TO DEATH, BUT FEELS DRIVEN TO COMPLETE THE CEREMONY. (PP. 235-254.)

TAYO IS WELcomed HOME BY OLD KU’OOSH, PINKY DIES AND EMO LEAVES FOR CALIFORNIA. (PP. 256-260)